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The menu of Pine State Biscuits from Portland includes 16 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu
cost about $7.0. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Sam Morse likes about Pine State

Biscuits:
As a person from the Deep South (Louisiana) I love my biscuits and gravy. The biscuits are light and fluffy and

the gravy is just perfect with lots of sausage and mushrooms. I had the Reggie with both sausage and mushroom
gravy.Food: 5/5 read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in nice weather, and
there is free WLAN. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with wheelchairs

or physiological limitations. What Cassie F doesn't like about Pine State Biscuits:
We order a couple times a month, the last few times the food has not tasted so great. The hashbrowns are soggy
with little to no seasoning. While the cajun fries are way too seasoned to the point you can't eat them. But what
has been frustrating is the wait time, it took 2 1/2hrs to get the delivery today. I wonder if our order was the one

waiting forever on the counter like a previous review from today stated. read more. For breakfast, a diverse
brunch is offered at Pine State Biscuits in Portland that you can celebrate according to your mood, There are

also delicious South American cuisine in the menu. When you're not so hungry, you can just treat yourself to one
of the delicious sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack, and you have the opportunity to try fine American

dishes like Burger or Barbecue.
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Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Sauce�
GRAVY

Hous� specialtie�
BISCUITS AND GRAVY $6.5

Individua� Item�
BISCUIT

Drink�
DRINKS

Bul� Mea� B� �� Poun�
BRISKET

Popular Item�
PLAIN BISCUITS $2.5

THE REGGIE $9.0

REGGIE DELUXE $10.0

MCISLEY $7.0

Ingredient� Use�
POTATOES

SAUSAGE

MUSHROOMS

CHICKEN

CHEESE

BACON
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:00 -14:00
Tuesday 08:00 -14:00
Wednesday 08:00 -14:00
Thursday 08:00 -14:00
Friday 07:00 -15:00
Saturday 07:00 -15:00
Sunday 07:00 -15:00
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